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ABOUT THIS REPORT
Council is required, under Section 5.53, of the Local Government Act 1995 (as amended) to prepare an Annual
Report containing information on the following.
•

A report from the Shire President

•

A report from the Chief Executive Officer

•

An overview of the Plan for the Future of the District made in accordance with section 5.56, including
major initiatives that are proposed to commence or to continue in the next financial year.

•

The Financial Report for the financial year ending 30 June 2017

•

Such information as may be prescribed in relation to the payments made to employees

•

The Auditor’s Report for the financial year ending 30 June 2017

•

A matter on which a report must be made under section 29(2) of the Disability Service Act 1993

•

details of entries made under section 5.121 during the financial year in the register of complaints,
including —
(i)

the number of complaints recorded in the register of complaints; and

(ii)

how the recorded complaints were dealt with; and

(iii)

any other details that the regulations may require;

and
•

And such other information as may be prescribed

•

Further information on the details supplied in this report can be obtained from the Shire Office, 15
Maddock Street, Mukinbudin, or via our website www.mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
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THE COUNCIL
Council meets on the third Wednesday of every month, except January, to discuss local and regional issues of
importance to the Community.
The Council is made up of nine Councillors representing the District.
Council elections are held on the third Saturday in October every two years with the next election in October
2019.
Shire President
Cr Gary Shadbolt
Deputy Shire President
Cr Sandie Ventris

Commenced

Elected Members

Telephone

Email

2003
2007
2011
2011
2013
2015
2015
2015
2017

Cr Gary SHADBOLT
Cr Rodney COMERFORD
Cr Sandra VENTRIS
Cr John O’NEIL
Cr Jeff SEABY
Cr Steve PATERSON
Cr Murray JUNK
Cr Ruth POULTNEY
Cr Romina NICOLETTI

0429 471 536
0427 487 063
0429 487 057
0427 484 012
0419 471 083
0417 995 143
0428 486 026
0407 385 123
0427 414 763

crshadbolt@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
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crcomerford@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crventris@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
croneil@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crseaby@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crpaterson@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crjunk@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crpoultney@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au
crnicoletti@mukinbudin.wa.gov.au

Years of
Service
15
11
7
6
5
3
3
3
1

Term
Expires
2019
2021
2021
2021
2021
2019
2019
2021
2019

SHIRE OF MUKINBUDIN STAFF
Chief Executive Officer
Manager of Works
Administration Manager
Finance Manager
Environmental Health Officer
Senior Finance Officer
Customer Service Officer
Finance Officer

Dirk Sellenger
Pace Vernon
Nola Comerford-Smith
Ed Nind
Peter Toboss
Jenny Heaney
Rebecca Dickinson
Sheldon Cox

Natural Resource Management Officer

Dylan Copeland

Swimming Pool Manager

Simon Comerford

Caravan Park Manager

Vacant

Works Leading Hand
Plant Operator
Plant Operator
Plant Operator

Shane Markham
Steven Jones
Keith Jose
Kevin Dalgetty

Town Leading Hand
Gardener
Maintenance Officer

Dave Waters
Daniel Mori
Denis Heffernan

Cleaner
Cleaner
Cleaner

Ross Parker
Blythe Shadbolt
Diane Parker
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SHIRE PROFILE
History of Mukinbudin
The Shire of Mukinbudin is situated in the North Eastern Wheatbelt, 296 kilometers north east
of Perth and 85 kilometers north of Merredin and 3,414 square kilometers in area. The Shire’s
economy is based around wheat growing and with advances in farming practice and
technology. There is also an increase in tourist activity with many fascinating rock formations
and spectacular wildflowers mostly in the spring.
Mukinbudin is the only developed townsite within the Shire with a population of 274. The town
is located at the southern end of the Shire and is the service centre for a farming population of
281. The road network involves 930 kilometres of roads linking districts including Bonnie Rock,
Wialki, Wilgoyne and Lake Brown.
The area’s climate is generally pleasant, particularly autumn, winter and spring. Summers are
hot with low humidity, with summer evening’s ideal for outdoor activities. The average annual
rainfall is 300mm.
The modern Shire Offices were built in 1993 and are a source of community pride. The office
staff is comprised of: Chief Executive Officer, Administration Manager, Finance Manager,
Senior Finance Officer and two Clerical Officers.
Council’s 1020 kilometers of roads are maintained by the Works staff coordinated by a
Manager of Works under the Chief Executive Officer’s direction.
An Environmental Health Officer/Building Surveyor is shared with surrounding local
governments.
Council has 9 elected members representing the community.
Council meets on the third Wednesday of each month commencing at 10.00am and is usually
finishing by 4.30pm.
Council is very supportive of its staff and encourages ongoing training and professional
development.
Sport is very important to the fabric of the Mukinbudin Community and excellent facilities are
provided. Hockey, football, cricket, basketball, golf, netball, lawn bowls, tennis, pistol shooting,
and several other sports are very active. Council operates an Olympic 50 metre pool with an
active swimming club. Art and craft groups, community service groups, book clubs, Men’s
Shed. There are also three active Church denominations.
The Shire of Mukinbudin has a Primary School, incorporating Pre-Primary and Kindergarten,
plus there is High School to Year 10, Tertiary and Further Education and Distant Education.
A playgroup and Occasional Care Centre is also available, a valuable asset to our region.
Shops include IGA supermarket, butcher, clothing and giftware, café/coffee shop,
newsagency, hairdresser, Hotel, Bendigo Bank branch, Westpac Bank and Commonwealth
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Bank agency, Community Resource Centre, Hardware, Machinery Dealerships, Landmark &
Elders Agencies, 24hr ATM & Fuel
A community Health Nurse operates a Monday to Thursday service with a doctor visiting once
a week. The nearest hospital is at Kununoppin, a distance of only 45 km’s. A dedicated team
of Ambulance workers are always on call. Allied Health Services are available through the
Mukinbudin Nursing Post.
Mukinbudin is an enthusiastic, progressive and proud community with an abundance of
community spirit. The Shire is committed to growth with 17 newly subdivided residential blocks
developed in recent years and new businesses investing in the district.
The community is friendly and safe and the lifestyle is informal and relaxed, but with a high
level of community participation and expectation. It’s a great place to live and work in – most
people don’t want to leave.

SHIRE OF MUKINBUDIN STATISTICS
Localities
Bonnie Rock, Dandanning, Karloning, Lake Brown, Mukinbudin and Wilgoyne
Significant Local Events
Mukinbudin Spring Festival
Ordinary Council Meeting
Council meets on the third Wednesday of every month, except January
Tourist Attractions
Fascinating large rock formations; wildflowers (July – September); Heritage Silo; Men’s Shed;
Pope’s Hill; Cleomine.
Local Industries
Broadacre grain; sheep; wool; mining; farm machinery; farm stay accommodation; trades.
Shire Statistics
Distance from Perth
Shire Area
Length of Sealed Roads
Length of Unsealed Roads
Population (2016)
Number of Electors
Number of Dwellings
Total Rates Levied
Total Revenue
Number of Employees

295km
3,437 km²
203.8km
731.6km
555
366
316
$1,119,899
$3,537,191
27
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SHIRE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Introduction
The 2017/18 financial year has seen the Shire of Mukinbudin consolidate and improve its
financial position and deal with the sixth year of the compulsory Integrated Planning and
Reporting framework. Councillors and Staff have met these challenges of dealing with ever
increasing compliance, regulation and legislation.
Council
Council has had another very busy year with Councillors attending many external meetings
and committees including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Eastern Wheatbelt Regional Organisation of Councils (NEWROC)
NEW Travel
Wheatbelt North-East Sub-Regional Road Group (WNESRRG)
Wheatbelt North Regional Road Group (WNRRG)
WALGA Great Eastern Country Zone (GECZ)
Kununoppin Medical Practice Committee
Local Health Advisory Group (LHAG)
NEWHealth
Central East Aged Care Alliance (CEACA)
Local Emergency Management Committee (LEMC)

Community Based groups meeting include:
•
•
•
•

Mukinbudin Community Resource Centre
Mukinbudin Community Shed
Mukinbudin District Sports Club
Mukinbudin Planning and Development Group
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Major Projects
In April 2018 the Shire received a grant for $418,000 from Lotterywest for the building of a new
purpose-built Childcare Centre to replace the current building previously owned by the Country
Women’s Association (CWA) and built in the 1930’s. The project has long been identified as
a very high priority need and I congratulate the CEO, Mr Dirk Sellenger and staff for
successfully securing this grant to allow for the building of the new facility in the 2019
calendar year with practical completion expected in very early 2020.
The Mukinbudin Planning and Development Group ran a very successful scaled back version
of the Spring Festival, which continues to be strongly supported by the Shire through financial
and in-kind assistance during the Spring Festival week.
The Shire continues with a fee for service to provide the treasury function for the Mukinbudin
District Club.

Tourism and Visitor Servicing
The Mukinbudin Caravan Park continued to be a popular destination with visitors with 2018
being the busiest by a considerable margin since records began over ten years ago. This year
Council carried out several important Caravan Park improvements including replacement of
Cabin air1conditioners with modern reverse cycle split systems, disabled / wheelchair access
ramps and additional concrete Caravan Bays.
The Shire continues to be part of the NEWTravel group and Wheatbelt Way Committee, with
continued exposure through the Central Wheatbelt Visitors Centre Committee.
Conclusion
As Shire President I would like to take this opportunity thank my fellow Elected Members for
their support and efforts in governing the Shire over the past financial year. I also wish to
thank the CEO and all Shire Staff for their continued support and commitment to make the
Shire of Mukinbudin a better place to live and work.

Cr Gary Shadbolt
SHIRE PRESIDENT
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
It gives me pleasure to present the Chief Executive Officer’s report for the Shire of Mukinbudin
Annual Report for the year ending 30 June 2018.
Integrated Strategic Planning
The 2017/18 year required the Shire to operate under its new Community Strategic Plan, Long
Term Financial Plan and Asset Management Plan and each of these will be reviewed and
amended as required in the 2018/2019 year.
The Minister for Local Government continues with the major review and update of the largely
unchanged 1995 Local Government Act, it is hoped this review will include changes to better
make use of changes in Technology, Local Government Capacity and Community
Expectation, each of which have obviously changed considerably during the past 23 years.
Regional Partnerships
The Shire continues to work with the Wheatbelt Development Commission and Regional
Development Australia to foster its regional partnerships to obtain the best outcomes for the
Mukinbudin Shire Community.
Conclusion
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Shire President, Cr Gary Shadbolt, and Shire Council
for their support. I also would like to make a special mention and acknowledgment of the work
of the Management Team including Nola Comerford-Smith, Ed Nind and Pace Vernon. The
efforts of all remaining staff working under each of these three Managers are what I consider
to be the engine room of the Shire and this is what makes the Shire of Mukinbudin run on a
day to day basis and I sincerely thank each member of staff accordingly.

Dirk Sellenger
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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STATUTORY REPORTS
DISABILITY ACCESS INCLUSION PLAN
The Shire of Mukinbudin continues to promote access and inclusion for all community
members. The Shire’s Disability Access and Inclusion Plan (DAIP) ensures that people with
disabilities have equal access to Council services, facilities The Shire has completed the 20162017 Disability Services Commission Progress Report to identify the Shire’s achievements in
relation to strategies and tasks consistent with the five (5) identified outcomes listed in the
DAIP.
The Shire of Mukinbudin is committed to ensuring that the community is an accessible
community for people with disabilities, their families and carers. The Shire of Mukinbudin is
committed to consulting with people with disabilities, their families and carers and where
required, disability organisations to ensure that barriers to access are addressed appropriately.
The Shire of Mukinbudin is committed to achieving the following six (6) outcomes:
1) People with disabilities, their families and carers have the same opportunities as other
people to access the services of, and any events organized by, the Shire of
Mukinbudin.
2) People with disabilities have the same opportunities as other people to access all
buildings of a public nature, plus other facilities provided by the Shire of Mukinbudin.
3) People with disabilities receive information from the Shire of Mukinbudin in a format
that will enable them to access the information as readily as other people are able to
access it.
4) People with disabilities receive the same level and quality of service from the staff of,
and contractors/agents to, the Shire of Mukinbudin.
5) People with disabilities have the same opportunities as other people to make
complaints to the Shire of Mukinbudin.
6) People with disabilities have the same opportunities as other people to participate in
any public consultation process with the Shire of Mukinbudin.
7) People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to obtain and
maintain employment with a public authority.
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
The Shire of Mukinbudin will provide information to people requesting it from Council. Should a
request not be met satisfactorily, then a Freedom of Information Application can be lodged
with Council. During the year ended 30 June 2018, no Freedom of Information Applications
were received.
Section 96 of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 requires local governments to publish an
Information Statement.
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In summary, the Shire of Mukinbudin’s Statement indicates that the Shire of Mukinbudin is
responsible for the good governance of the Shire, and carries out functions as required,
including statutory compliance and provision of services and facilities.
All Council meetings are open to the public and meeting dates and venues are advertised on a
regular basis. Members of the public are invited to ask questions during Public Question Time,
shortly after the commencement of each meeting.
The Shire of Mukinbudin maintains records relating to the function and administration of the
Shire, each property within the Shire, and includes such documents as the Minutes of
Meetings, Rate Book, Town Planning Scheme, Local Laws, Codes of Conduct, Register of
Financial Interests, Register of Delegated Authority, Financial Statements and Electoral Rolls.
These documents can be inspected free of charge at the Shire Office, 15 Maddock Street,
Mukinbudin, during office hours
RECORD KEEPING PLAN
The Shire of Mukinbudin is committed to accessible and efficient record keeping practices and
complies with relevant legislation including the State Records Act 2000. The State Records
Act 2000 requires that the Shire maintains and disposes of all records in the prescribed
manner.
Principal 6 - Compliance: Government organisations ensure their employees comply with the
Record Keeping Plan.
Rationale
An organisation and its employees must comply with the organisation's Record Keeping Plan.
Organisations should develop and implement strategies for ensuring that each employee is
aware of the compliance responsibilities.
Minimum Compliance Requirements
The Record Keeping Plan is to provide evidence to adduce that:
1.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation's record keeping system is
evaluated not less than once every 5 years.

2.

The organisation conducts a record keeping program.

3.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the record keeping training program is reviewed
from time to time.

4.

The organisation's induction program addresses employee roles and responsibilities in
regards to their compliance with the organisation's Record Keeping Plan.

The Shire of Mukinbudin has substantially complied with items 1 to 4.
Council has established a Record Keeping Plan which was submitted and approved by the
State Records Commission. In addition, Council has produced a Records Management
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Procedures Manual, which is utilised in Council’s Induction Training for all new staff. The
Records Keeping Plan looks at the efficiency and effectiveness of the Shire’s record keeping
systems and includes sections on procedures, risk management and disaster recovery plans,
retention and disposal of records, training of staff on record keeping practices and information
on the Shire’s compliance with the plan.
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NATIONAL COMPETITION POLICY STATEMENT
The competition Principles Agreement is an Inter-Government Agreement between the
Commonwealth and State/Territory Governments that sets out how government will apply
National Competition Policy principles to public sector organisations within their jurisdiction.
The State Government released a Policy Statement effective from July 1996 called the Clause
7 Statement, which forms part of the Competition Principles Agreement. The Clause 7 policy
document sets out nominated principles from the Agreement that now apply to Local
Government. The provisions of Clause 7 of the Competition Principles Agreement require local
government to report annually as to the implementation, application and effects of the
Competition Policy.
The Competition principles Agreement, under Clause 7, specifies three broad areas of
reporting, they are:
1. Competitive Neutrality
2. Structural Review of Public Monopolies; and
Legislative Review
In accordance with the requirements of the National Competition Policy the Shire of
Mukinbudin makes the following disclosure of 2017/2018.
Competitive Neutrality
The object of competitive neutrality is the elimination of resource allocation distortions arising
out of local government ownership of significant business activities.
The Shire of Mukinbudin has assessed its operations and considers that it has no business
activity that would be classed as significant under the current guidelines. Also the Shire of
Mukinbudin does not operate a business enterprise that has been classified by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics as either a Public Trading Enterprise or Public Financial Enterprise.
The number of activities to which competitive neutrality principles have been considered but
not applied in the reporting period is: Zero (0)
During the reporting period the Shire of Mukinbudin did not become aware of any allegations
of non-compliance with the competitive neutrality principles made by a private entity against
the Shire.
Structural Review of Public Monopolies
In relation to Structural review of public monopolies the Shire of Mukinbudin discloses the
following:
Structural reform principles have been applied to the following number of activities in
the reporting period: Zero (0)
Structural reform principles have been considered but not applied to the following
number of activities in the reporting period: Zero (0)
As no structural reform has been applied to any activities the review requirements of principle
SR.3 of Clause 7 of the Competition Policy Statement have not been undertaken.
Legislative Review
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Parties to the national Competition Policy package agreed that legislation should not restrict
competition unless:
There is an obligation on the Public Interest Disclosure Officer in the Public Interest.
The benefits of the restriction to the community as a whole outweigh the costs; and
The objectives of the legislation can only be achieved by restricting competition.
Accordingly, the Shire of Mukinbudin is required to implement a systematic review of all
of its existing legislation to determine whether there are any direct or indirect effects on
competition.
In relation to a Legislative Review the Shire of Mukinbudin discloses that:
As at the reporting date the number of by-laws and Local Laws which have been
reviewed and reformed as a result of any legislative review is Zero (0).
As at the reporting date the number of by-laws and Local Laws which the application of
any legislative review principles were considered but not applied is: Zero (0).
PUBLIC INTEREST DISCLOSURE ACT 2003
The Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003 was established by the Commissioner for the Public
Sector Standards under Section 20 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003.
One of the principles of the new legislation is not just to provide protection to those who make
disclosures (and those who are the subject of disclosures) but also encourages a system of
transparency and accountability in the way government or government officials act and utilise
public monies.
Matters that fall into the category of public interest include the following:
•
•
•

Improper Conduct (irregular or unauthorised use of public resources)
An offence under State Law including corruption (substantial unauthorised or irregular
use of, or substantial mismanagement of, public resources)
Administration matters generally (conduct involving a substantial risk of injury to public
health, prejudice to public safety or harm to the environment)

Matters that relate to the Shire of Mukinbudin should be referred to the Shire of Mukinbudin’s
Public Interest Disclosure Officer. Disclosures to the Public Interest Disclosure Officer can be
made not just about officers of a local authority but also its elected officials.
Disclosure Act to ensure that the disclosure is confidential and that the person making a
disclosure is provided adequate protection from reprisals, civil and criminal liability, dismissal
or breach of confidentiality.
The Shire of Mukinbudin had no Public Interest Disclosures during the reporting period ending
30 June 2018.
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INFORMATION ON PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEES
For the purpose of Section 5.53(2) (g) the Annual Report of a Local Government for a financial
year is to contain the following information:
The number of employees of the Local Government entitled to an annual salary of
$100,000 or more;
Band
$120,000-$130,000

Number of Employees
1

Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007
Complaints
There were no complaints lodged during the report period regarding minor breaches, as
defined in the Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007.
REGISTER OF MINOR COMPLAINTS
Section 5.121 of the Local Government Act 1995 (Register of Certain Complaints of Minor
Breaches), requires the Complaints Officer for each local government to maintain a Register of
Complaints which records all complaints that result in action under Section 5.110(6) (b) or (c)
of the Act (Conduct of Certain Officials).
Section 5.53 (2) (hb) of the Local Government Act 1995 requires disclosure in the Annual
Report of details of entries made under Section 5.121 during the financial year in the Register
of Complaints, including:
(i) The number of complaints recorded on the register of complaints;
(ii) How the recorded complaints were dealt with; and
(iii) Any other details that the Regulations may require.
In accordance with these requirements, it is advised that no complaints or minor breaches
under the Local Government Act 1995 were received during 2017/2018.
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PLAN FOR THE FUTURE OF THE DISTRICT
As required by section 5.56 of the Local Government Act 1995 below is an overview of the
Shire of Mukinbudin ‘Plan for the Future of the District’, including major initiatives that are
proposed to commence or to continue in the next financial year.
The changes to the Local Government Act 1995 have seen the Principal Activities Plan
replaced by the Plan for the Future. With the introduction of Integrated Strategic Planning the
Shire of Mukinbudin has the following documents making up its plans for the future:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Strategic Plan 2018-2028
Long Term Financial Plan 2013-2023
Corporate Business Plan 2017/18-2020/21
Workforce Development Plan 2013/14-2016/17

WA Asset Management Framework (Source: Government of Western Australia Asset Management
Framework & Guidelines)

Copies of the Shire of Mukinbudin above Plans for the Future will soon be available from the
Shire Office or can be downloaded from the Shire Website at www.mukinbudin.wa.gov.au

Major initiatives that are proposed to commence or to continue in the next financial year.
•
•

10 Year Plant Replacement Program
Capital Roadwork’s Program
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•
•
•
•
•

Shire Housing Construction Program
Residential Subdivision - Sales
Mukinbudin Swimming Pool Refurbishment - Stage 4
Office and Amenities redevelopment, and
Relocation of the Gym and possible Child Care Centre relocation.

Strategy
1. Plant Replacement

2. Road Asset Management
3.Shire Housing

4.Joint Venture Housing
5.Residential Land
Subdivision
6.Industrial Units
7.Aquatic Centre Upgrade

Objective
To ensure that Council’s plant is reliable, to reduce
maintenance cost and to minimise the replacement cost as far
as possible.
To maintain and improve the quality and useful economic life of
the road infrastructure system in the most efficient manner.
To attract and retain Shire staff through the provision of
modern quality housing. To make excess Shire housing
available to the business community to assist with employee
needs.
To provide aged and low income residents with high quality
community and joint venture housing in Mukinbudin.
To provide quality blocks and housing options for locals who
wish to move to or retire in Mukinbudin.
To provide the opportunity for a new business to establish in
town.
To provide a high quality and recreational aquatic facility for
the residents of Mukinbudin Shire.

Department of Sport and Recreation
The Department of Sport and Recreation continues in 2017/18 to assist the Shire with $32,000
of funds for the Mukinbudin Pioneer Memorial Swimming Pool.
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Australian Federal Government funding recognition
The Federal Government provided the Shire of Mukinbudin in 2017/18 with vital funds under
the Financial Assistance Grants Scheme (FAGS) with the Shire receiving $1,111,124 general
purpose grant and a road grant of $528,221.
A further $486,844 of Federal Road to Recovery Funding was received in the 2017/2018 year
allowing for continued improvements to be made to our road network throughout the Shire.

Australian Government
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